Join the Team of BPG Training Consultants
As a training consultant at The Bob Pike Group, you’ll be part of a team that brings transformational train-the-trainer
strategies to companies large and small. You’ll incorporate Creative Training Techniques® to design and deliver training
from the ground up using activities that have clients participate in their own learning.

Who We Are
The Bob Pike Group is the leading train-the-trainer consulting firm and pioneer of the Creative Training Techniques®
system. We create and deliver instructor-led, participant-centered training programs for 95% of the Fortune 100
Companies and every branch of the US Military.

Who We Want
Creative thinkers. Lecture-based teaching is wasteful … and it’s everywhere. Usually the lecture is only as good as the
person who’s talking, and even if the speaker is amazing, 80% of what’s taught is forgotten a day later. BPG training
consultants put the needs of the learner first by modeling a repeatable, fun, participant-centered approach no matter
the industry or job.
World class trainers. Do you have frontline training experience in industries like finance, healthcare, government,
technology and manufacturing? Share your wealth of knowledge to help clients create safer work environments,
eliminate waste, improve productivity and make their companies a better place to work.
Engaging facilitators. Are you an engaging presenter with natural up-front presence? Do you easily establish credibility
by your mastery of content and strong delivery style? You may be just the right person to model 149 alternatives to
lecture that make training more impactful.
Exceptional communicators. Strategic training consultants know how to recognize and eliminate costly training that
doesn’t add value. They understand how to identify performance solutions that lead to better results.
Independent contractors. The Bob Pike Group's training consultants are independent contractors certified in BPG
methodology. They customize and deliver BPG workshops, consult clients, design programs and represent our brand
across the globe.

Qualifications
•
•
•
•

Five years or more experience delivering corporate training (preferably experience practicing
instructor-led, participant-centered methodology)
Prior consulting experience and established LLC or similar
Graduate degree preferred
Must be able to work onsite at client locations and travel frequently

If this sounds like you, we’d love to hear from you at
careers@bobpikegroup.com

